PROXY TECHNOLOGIES LAUNCHES PROTEUS SOFTWARE
FOR UNMANNED SYSTEMS
Washington, DC, August 12, 2013—Proxy Technologies Inc. (Booth #1846) will unveil its
PROTEUS™ (PROxy TEchnologies Unmanned Software) here this week during AUVSI’s
Unmanned Systems 2013 show. The PROTEUS™ software, part of its Universal Distributed
Management System, provides the ability to command, control and manage multiple cooperating
heterogeneous vehicles from a single Ground Control Station (GCS). Importantly, the PROTEUS™
solution has the capability to operate within multiple domains and can be adapted to air, land and
sea platforms.
Using the company’s SkyRaider® Optionally Piloted Vehicle (OPV) as its flight test platform, Proxy
has been testing and implementing its Proxy Autonomous Control Systems (PACS™) product
enabling a pilot to instantaneously operate the aircraft autonomously.
“Proxy is poised to offer companies a number of leading software and hardware solutions that will
provide cooperative control of autonomous vehicles,” said Bob Davis, CEO and President of Proxy
Technologies Inc. “We are interested in partnering with large aerospace firms and aircraft leasing
companies to begin converting their existing fleets of commercial aircraft to optionally piloted
vehicles using our PACS™ product. Proxy has converted four aircraft to date using the PACS™
product,” added Davis.
Key benefits of PROTEUS™ are:
•

Fewer resources to manage multiple vehicles supporting group missions

•

More precise vehicle control than is possible with human operators

•

Error reduction

•

Data sharing among multiple payload operators

About Proxy Technologies, Inc.
Proxy is a pioneer in optionally piloted vehicles (OPV) and multi-aircraft Cooperative Flight control systems.
Utilizing Proxy’s PROTEUS™ software and the Proxy Automated Control Suite (PACS™), Proxy Technology
solutions can be adapted to a wide range of existing piloted aircraft and Unmanned Vehicle platforms allowing
a single mission commander to manage multiple vehicles simultaneously. Proxy has also developed and
®
deployed the SkyRaider OPV platform as an advanced heavy payload unmanned aircraft. Proxy was
incorporated in 2005. For more information visit www.proxytechnologiesinc.com
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